Inter-Cluster Coordination Meeting
Meeting Minutes
Thursday 13th July 2017 NDMO NEOC
Date/Time

13th July 2017 - 9am

Chairperson

Director NDMO – Mr Shadrack Welegtabit

Welcome &
Introduction

Two new NDMO staff members introduced:
– Presley Tari : ICT & Communications (permanent full time)
– Johnny Tari : PartNer Project (3 Years funded MFAT)

VMGD Climate
Forecast update

It is currently the dry season. Rainfall so far this year has been as
forecast. ENSO forecast is neutral for the coming months.
Recommendation to continue monitoring ENSO for the possibility of El
Nino conditions developing later in the year, which would result in the
lower than average rainfall.

TC Donna response
phase

Director NDMO gave an overview of the response and the feedback
from the community from his recent visit. Director circulated a summary
of the response and noted that the response phase is now completed
and recovery programming has started.
NDMO Provincial Liaison Officer gave a presentation on his
experiences coordinating the response on the ground.
Council of Ministers have not allocated additional funding for the
detailed assessment recommendations.
Action required: NDMO to clarify to FRANZ partners next steps in the
recovery program.

TC Donna recovery

The NDMO is meeting with DSPPAC shortly to establish how the
recovery programming will be taken forward.

Mass Evacuation in
Natural Disasters
(MEND) update

IOM gave an overview of the MEND project.

Any other business

Director NDMO said that the Tsunami Warning siren system for Port
Vila will be activated by VMGD on the 27th of July 2017. There will be
community awareness raising activity starting next week.

Action required: NDMO / IOM to circulate the final draft of the
guidelines and partner agencies to make any final comments on the
draft before it is printed.

An email from the WASH Cluster suggested that a working group be
established to look at reviewing the assessment process. Cluster
partners and the Director NDMO support the recommendation.
A national lessons learned workshop for TC Donna was discussed
Lessons learned at next inter-cluster meeting. It was suggested that a
survey be sent out to participants beforehand.
Action Required: NDMO to set up a working group on assessments
and call for representation from the clusters.
Action Required: The next inter-cluster meeting be a focused lessons
learned workshop. Feedback is sought in advance of the workshop to
keep it focused and brief.
Meeting concluded

10.45am

